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#StopTheTreaty: Comment on WHO’s Pandemic
Treaty
By World Council for Health April 12, 2022

As the World Council for Health (WCH), our partners and allies have already sought to draw

attention to, the World Health Organization (WHO) has proposed a global pandemic agreement

that will give it undemocratic rights over sovereign people. See the WCH Open Letter in

response to this attempted power grab here.

WHO has quietly opened the floor for comments on the agreement but has provided little time

to do so ahead of the first round of hearings scheduled for April 12 and 13.

We encourage everyone to share their thoughts with World Health Organization before the
deadline.

1. Go to the World Health Organization website
to submit a written submission now

Written submissions are short and can be up to 250 words/1250 characters. The deadline
for written submissions is 3 pm UTC on Wednesday, April 13.

Submissions must be in response to the provided guiding question: What substantive

elements do you think should be included in a new international instrument on pandemic

preparedness and response?

The prompt provided by the WHO does not ask the people of the world whether or not they
believe a global agreement is necessary. Instead, the organization has decided for itself that this

measure is warranted and is asking for input on what people believe should be included in it.

Subscribe to World Council for Health’s newsletter to get up-to-date
information about this

First Name Last Name Your Email Address

How to Write Your Submission

Refrain from making any statements unrelated to the topic at hand; and

Be presented in a respectful manner, free of any profanity, ad hominem attacks,

vulgarity, or other inappropriate language.

If participation, spoken or written, does not conform with these requirements, as

determined solely by WHO, the participation will not be receivable. This means

that WHO may call speakers to order, and/or discontinue speakers’ connections,

and elect to not post written statements.

Why do I need to frame my submission using WHO’s provided context?

Because the WHO reserves the right to judge the relevancy of submissions, it is important to

respond to the prompt in an appropriate yet constructive manner. As such, the World Council for

Health suggests the following elements be addressed:

National and local leadership retain full autonomy, reserving the right to make decisions

based on what is best for their own people.

The ability of nations and local municipalities to opt out of any and all portions of the

agreement as they see fit, without consequence.

An open and transparent process with the ability for all people of the world to vote on

including failsafe measures that will prevent the application of the global agreement in

places where a majority of the people do not want it.

Measures that do not allow for influence in the process by any and all pharmaceutical

companies or other global health profiteers.

The hearing will be livestreamed here on Tuesday, April 12.

2. Relay your action on Social Media

[wp_social_ninja id=”66527″ platform=”twitter”]

189 Comments

#STOP

THETREAT
Y

First Name Last Name Email  *

This is about Global Governments Totalitarianisim – an evil Tyrannical globalists and

government agenda to control every aspect of the lives of every human being on earth and

every person should be terrified and take action to stop these global tyrants dictators which has

been orchestrated by the World Economic Forum, World Health Organisation and global

governments and their accomplices globalists in their crimes against innocent populations aka

crimes against humanity.

WE MUST STOP THEM ALL NOW

Stop World Control

https://www.stopworldcontrol.com/category/vaccines/

Diane Drayton Buckland says:
April 12, 2022 at 5:14 am

The treaty should be STOPPED with immediate effect. It’s an invasion of person belief and

freedoms; this is nothing more that Elitists and politicians playing medicine in the name of

tyranny !

This country was founded on the RIGHTS and FREEDOMS of each individual – not

government control; lest we forget these principals !! This is a sovereign nation that is

about to give away everything our founding forefathers fought for !!

***** STOP THIS TREADY IMMEDIATELY ******

Jennifer Heimerdinger says:
April 13, 2022 at 3:08 pm

We, humans are individuals.

We have individual needs.

Our bodies react differently to everything.

Our individual lives matter.

Let humans live freely.

Only LOVE matters.

Tess says:
April 12, 2022 at 5:37 am

Stop treaty and Public Health is personal call of every one .

deepak kumar says:
April 12, 2022 at 6:47 am

I am against the agreement of the WHO, which takes all of national Right

Petra Busch says:
April 17, 2022 at 8:45 pm

Please stop the treaty. The WHO has no right to overrule the sovereignty of a country and it’s

people. They were not elected by a country. It is well proven that lockdowns imposed had only

worsen the situation. The sarscov- 2 virus is a man made virus that has even infected animals.

The WHO should focus on controlling the type of research done and making sure it is applied

for the benefit and well-being of the population and not As a means to control and manipulate

de population.. The treaty cannot overrule human rights and forbid them of choosing their

medical and health status and treatment.

The preparedness for a pandemic should be done through incorporating training courses on

basic medical and epidemiological concepts to the population and controlling the dangerous

research that might be done by certain institutions and pharma. Empower the medical

community. Since it’s only the human doctors who have the authority and knowledge to properly

treat a sick person.

This treaty is only about Global Governments totalitarianism.

Please stop the treaty!

Agustina Fitte says:
April 12, 2022 at 7:03 am

The WHO comment area demands which ‘organisation’ one belongs to. Will this be a way of

them rejecting comments ? I find it comical that they ask for a test to ‘prove you are human’,

presumably if you were injected you would not be allowed to comment.

Does anyone know how to deal with the question about which organisation one belongs to

when one is just a member of society with no belonging to an organisation ? Or is it possible to

use the World Council for Health to fill this box ?

Nick says:
April 12, 2022 at 7:45 am

I an strictly against the agreement of the WHO, which takes is all national rights

Johanna Karlsreiter says:
April 12, 2022 at 7:48 am

The treaty should be stopped with immediate effect. It’s an invasion of person belief and

freedoms. Elites and politicians playing medicine is not science. Respect of individuals along

with love….makes the world a better place, not medical tyranny.

Phillippa Neilson says:
April 12, 2022 at 8:16 am

This ‘World Together’ treaty is a very dangerous assault on our rights and a tyrannical

imposition of authority. The present situation has been choreographed to instil fear around

the world and usher in tighter controls. Fear is the opposite of Love but love wins every

time. What a wonderful time to be alive! Let us protect our freedoms for future generations

and Stop The Treaty.

Paul Curran says:
April 12, 2022 at 12:06 pm

The WHO “agreement” is in total uncalled for. It is completely unnecessary and threatens and

enfringes our sovereignty and inalienable human rights. Like in forcefully.

Where is democracy in this whole process? Are we as the people in our own countries not able

anymore to think and decide on our own long-term well-being?

We don’t want to be part of this one-sided ‘treaty’ of WHO – which can be regarded as a crime

against humanity if pushed through.

Stop being so persistent in bombarding us with behind the curtain actions and dishing it up as

“in our own interest”.

If I were a virus, I would also have continued to mutate to escape from WHO.

#StopTheTreaty

Selma says:
April 12, 2022 at 8:20 am

I don’t agree with this. The direction is not what I or my family want.

We didn’t agree to this nor did we get a referendum on it. How is this democracy!!?

IMO and my family’s this is not the way forward. Its a dictatorship. Something my father fought

against in Dunkirk!

Sharon Rothwell says:
April 12, 2022 at 10:14 am

Stop the treaty ! We are free born human beings and NOT your property

linda cotton says:
April 12, 2022 at 10:43 am

Each person had the inidividual right to choose, the way he /she will care for his healthy.

That may never, never be an instrument of a global worldregime.

When that happenen is that the greatest sinn against human live and integritiy.

I hope also the leaders will think about this great things and withdram their plans.

J.E. Smit says:
April 12, 2022 at 11:47 am

Barbara Böhm says:
April 12, 2022 at 2:13 pm

Go to World Health Organization Website

Make Some Noise on Social to
#StopTheTreaty

Public health is not a one-size-fits-all program. We need people
and communities in control of their health. Submit a comment
today to #StopTheTreaty

Screenshot your submission on the WHO page (just before
you submit it) and Tweet it to let others know how it’s done.

Also share on Minds, Gettr, and everywhere else you think it’s important.

Use the hashtag #StopTheTreaty so we can unify our voices, and @WCH_org and @WHO

on Twitter.

Tweet #StopTheTreaty

#StopTheTreaty

The WHO agreement is unnecessary and threatens our
sovereignty and inalienable rights

The WHO aims to confirm the pandemic agreement in the 77  World Health Assembly in

2024, but it could happen much sooner. World Council for Health will continue to raise

awareness through campaigning against this undemocratic move.
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Stop the treaty! We are free born human beings and NOT the property of the WHO or any other

organization. The WHO has no right to overrule the sovereignty of a country and it’s people.

This is all about Global Governance – an evil transhuman ONE WORLD ORDER agenda to

control every aspect of the lives of every human being on earth. Every person should be terrified

and take action NOW to stop this global dictatorship which has been orchestrated by the World

Economic Forum, World Health Organisation, BIG MONEY, BIG-PHARMA, BIG-DATA against

innocent populations and against humanity. STOP THE TREATY and God bless HUMANITY!

April 12, 2022 at 2:13 pm

I am very concerned and want to say that It would be counterproductive to develop democracy

and the rule of law for an NGO to have control over the legislative and enforcement power in

society. I therefore reject to all degrees the direction in which this legislation is going and opt

to leave full control over the health of citizens with the individual citizens themselves

Annette Langerhorst says:
April 12, 2022 at 2:55 pm

I do not give the South African government the right to enter into any agreement with any

organisation related to my health, or any monitoring and control there-off. I also don’t agree

with the overruling of my constitutional rights by any organisation. The mere fact that it is the

plan to do so makes me doubt their intentions. I therefore strongly object to this planned treaty.

George Botha says:
April 12, 2022 at 3:10 pm

To the WHO, I respectfully request that whatever measures deemed necessary to safeguard the

health and welfare of all people globally must include “without infringement of every person’s

basic freedom and right to choose”. A person’s right to live depends on their own choices and

should not be taken away from them unless they have committed a crime punishable by law.

Petronila Taruc says:
April 12, 2022 at 3:17 pm

I am very concerned with the proposal to have the health organization legislate laws for all

people and want to say that It would be counterproductive to develop democracy and the rule

of law for an NGO to have control over the world social decisions.

I therefore reject to all degrees the direction in which this legislation is going and opt to leave

full control over the health of citizens with the individual citizens themselves

Adriana Scuka says:
April 12, 2022 at 3:49 pm

#StopTheTreaty

My Submission to the WHO today, April 12th 2022

Dear Sirs,

I don’t agree on this Treaty and I don’t give my permission to the WHO to impose me anything

concerning my health and the right to choose or not a health treatment. During the pandemic

since early 2020, vaccines proved to be unsafe and ineffective causing many health issues.

I firmly believe that the people have a right to participate in any agreement that affects their

lives, livelihoods, and well-being for themselves and their families. However, the WHO has not

engaged in a process of public participation, which is evidence that its priority is capturing more

power for itself and its corporate accomplices. I also want to underline that without an unbiased

democratic process, any agreement by the WHO, acting via the United Nations, will be unlawful,

illegitimate, and invalid, and I don’t want this to happen, especially without my explicit

permission and consent as a FREE citizen who had to undergo many abuses in the last 2 years

and 4 months under pretext of a global health emergency.

Historically, the WHO leadership has failed the people. Among many examples, it approved the

injurious H1N1 (swine flu) vaccine for a controversially declared pandemic. Equally, the WHO

failed during the Covid-19 chapter as it encouraged lockdowns, suppressed early preventive

treatments, and recommended product interventions that have proven to be neither safe nor

effective.

I don’t want this Treaty to threaten my free life choices now or in the future.

PLEASE, HELP MY STOP THE TREATY THAT THREATENS OUR FUTURE OF FREEDOM AND

SEVEREIGNTY.

https://worldcouncilforhealth.org/news/2022/04/stopthetreaty-comment-who-pandemic-

treaty/66422/

WE HAVE TIME TILL TOMORROW, APRIL 13TH, 2022 TO POST AND SEND SUBMISSIONS OF 250

WORDS.

Written submissions are short and can be up to 250 words/1250 characters. The deadline for

written submissions is 3 pm UTC on Wednesday, April 13.

This is the WHO website: https://inb.who.int/home/written-submissions

#stopthetreaty

Andrea Emanuela Bossoni says:
April 12, 2022 at 4:02 pm

Stop this global PLANNEDdemic! Everyone if fed up with the lies and the so called protective

‘vaccines-shots.’ They do not work and there have been millions of injuries and deaths. Many

more than these so called ‘vaccines’ have helped. When the WHO, GAVI-Bill Gates DLA Piper are

involved, most people are sick of the LIES!

Virginia Farver says:
April 12, 2022 at 6:41 pm

We do not need the WHO Global Pandemic Contract, we do not need the total observation and

controlling by the WHO. The WHO is not independent and does not care about the health of

people, the WHO helps its donators to reach their targets of one-world- government, to get

control about peoples body and thinking and individuality, a kind of inhuman totalitarism .

Every nation is already now able to deal with pandemic situations .

Hihn says:
April 12, 2022 at 6:46 pm

This is to gain control of all people to the WHO and affiliates. It’s tyrannical and we are all free

human beings with different needs and a free will.

Rachel says:
April 12, 2022 at 6:53 pm

I absolutely do not agree to this,we are free to live our lives without dictatorship,STOP THIS

NONSENSE AND US BE FREE IN A FREE COUNTRY!!!!

Sylvia Sauve says:
April 12, 2022 at 6:54 pm

The following elements should be included:

1. National and local leadership retain full autonomy, reserving the right to make decisions

based on what is best for their own people.

2. The ability of nations and local municipalities to opt out of any and all portions of the

agreement as they see fit, without consequence.

3. An open and transparent process with the ability for all people of the world to vote on

including failsafe measures that will prevent the application of the global agreement in places

where a majority of the people do not want it.

4. Measures that do not allow for influence in the process by any and all pharmaceutical

companies or other global health profiteers.

Steliyan Doe says:
April 12, 2022 at 7:21 pm

One should NEVER give up sovereignty.

GennZ says:
April 12, 2022 at 7:40 pm

Am I supposed to use the World Council for Health as the organization when filling out the form

with the comment? It is required and I am not sure what else to use.

Mike Yoder says:
April 12, 2022 at 7:44 pm

Dear sirs,

The majority of the people of the democratic countries in Scandinavia wants National and local

leadership to retain full autonomy, reserving the right to make decisions based on what is best

for their own people.

The ability of nations and local municipalities to opt out of any and all portions of the

agreement as they see fit, without consequence.

An open and transparent process with the ability for all people of the world to vote on including

failsafe measures that will prevent the application of the global agreement in places where a

majority of the people do not want it.

Measures that do not allow for influence in the process by any and all pharmaceutical

companies or other global health profiteers.

christine says:
April 12, 2022 at 7:48 pm

The following elements should be included:

1. National and local leadership retain full autonomy, reserving the right to make decisions

based on what is best for their own people.

2. The ability of nations and local municipalities to opt out of any and all portions of the

agreement as they see fit, without consequence.

3. An open and transparent process with the ability for all people of the world to vote on

including failsafe measures that will prevent the application of the global agreement in places

where a majority of the people do not want it.

4. Measures that do not allow for influence in the process by any and all pharmaceutical

companies or other global health profiteers.

laura bogan says:
April 12, 2022 at 8:02 pm

I have little faith that even with a submission that these totalitarians care to listen. These are

extremely BAD people. We would never have had to endure the hell of the past two years if they

weren’t.

InnerCynic says:
April 12, 2022 at 8:06 pm

Ieder individu heeft recht op vrije keuze, dus ook inzake principes die ditect betrekking hebben

op fysiek en mentaal welzijn. Die keuze wil ik me zeer beslist, absoluut niet uit handen laten

nemen door het WHO, met alle zeer ondemocratische gevolgen van dien.

Rean Roeterink says:
April 12, 2022 at 8:13 pm

National and local leadership must retain full autonomy, reserving the right to make decisions

based on what is best for their own people.

The proposed WHO agreement is unnecessary, and is a threat to sovereignty and inalienable

rights. It increases the WHO’s suffocating power to declare unjustified pandemics, impose

dehumanizing lockdowns, and enforce expensive, unsafe, and ineffective treatments against the

will of the people.

I believe that the people have a right to participate in any agreement that affects their lives,

livelihoods, and well-being. However, the WHO has not engaged in a process of public

participation, which is evidence that its priority is capturing more power for itself and its

corporate accomplices, than serving the interests of the people. Without an unbiased democratic

process, any agreement by the WHO, acting via the United Nations, will be unlawful, illegitimate,

and invalid.

The WHO cannot be allowed to control the world’s health agenda, nor enforce biosurveillance.

While it receives funding from public sources belonging to the people, it is caught in a

perpetual conflict of interest because it also receives substantial funding from private interests

that use their contributions to influence and profit from WHO decisions and mandates.

Regine Ege says:
April 12, 2022 at 9:22 pm

1. National and local leadership retain full autonomy, reserving the right to make decisions

based on what is best for their own people.

2. The ability of nations and local municipalities to opt out of any and all portions of the

agreement as they see fit, without consequence.

3. An open and transparent process with the ability for all people of the world to vote on

including failsafe measures that will prevent the application of the global agreement in places

where a majority of the people do not want it.

4. Measures that do not allow for influence in the process by any and all pharmaceutical

companies or other global health profiteers.

Francesca says:
April 12, 2022 at 9:45 pm

What do we put for the “organization” part of the form if we’re not part of an organization?

Maybe someone could add a suggestion for this to the instructions.

Thanks for sharing all this important info!

Laura says:
April 12, 2022 at 10:05 pm

Pandemic preparedness and response measures must be legally effective against biowarfare,

e.g., gain of function, inclined activities, prosecutable criminally and civilly as intending or

premeditating murder.

Stephen Weil says:
April 12, 2022 at 10:23 pm

This Treaty is a stab right in the heart of those who have lost loved ones due to being vaxxed!

It is a stab in the heart of those parents whose children have been left quadriplegic from this

injection…..a constant reminder of lives ruined. How dare these people attempt to mandate that

everyone should be jabbed. Just as a reminder Dr. Jonas Salk developed the polio vaccination. He

didn’t even patent it….he looked into patenting it but decided not to. He developed it to SAVE

LIVES NOT TO MAKE A FORTUNE FOR HIMSELF. BIG HUGE DIFFERENCE TO FAUCI AND GATES.

Plus the polio vaccination was a one time shot THAT WORKED! If one needs more than one shot

then obviously it is NOT WORKING!

Pamella Berry says:
April 12, 2022 at 10:25 pm

Thank you very much.

I cannot post my comments in the WHO website.

I receive the following message:

ERR_CONNECTION_CLOSED

Dalile says:
April 12, 2022 at 10:34 pm

There will be war.

lyle says:
April 12, 2022 at 10:35 pm

The proposed WHO agreement is unnecessary and a significant threat to the inalienable rights

of the world’s population. This monumental, sovereignty threatening agreement is being pushed

through quietly while the world is distracted by latest crises. It seeks to vastly increase the

WHO’s powers to declare unjustified pandemics, impose dehumanizing lock downs, and enforce

expensive, unsafe, and ineffective treatments against the will of the world’s citizens. All people

have the right to participate in any agreement or policy that affects their lives, well being, and

livelihoods. The WHO seems intent on capturing power for itself, usurping the power of

democratically elected, sovereign nations. The WHO, which receives significant private sector

funding and is therefore in a perpetual conflict of interest, cannot and must not be allowed to

control the world’s health agenda. Public health is not a one-size-fits all program. All countries

and their citizens must always be in complete control of their health. I vociferously object to the

implementation of this agreement! I implore the WHO in the strongest possible terms to cease

and desist all efforts to implement this agreement, or any other similar or related agreements,

treaties, or policies, such as the pursuit of bio surveillance initiatives including vaccine

Louise Caulfield says:
April 12, 2022 at 10:44 pm

https://worldcouncilforhealth.org/news/2022/04/stopthetreaty-comment-who-pandemic-treaty/66422/
https://inb.who.int/home/written-submissions


treaties, or policies, such as the pursuit of bio surveillance initiatives including vaccine

passports, which represent tools to control the health and lives of the world’s citizens.

We don´t want the WHO Global Pandemic Contract. We don´t want total observation and

controlling by the WHO. The WHO is not independent and does not care about the health of

people. The WHO helps its donators to reach their targets of an ONE WORLD ORDER. Stop the

control of peoples body, thinking, self-determination and individuality. Stop totalitarism. Stop

the treaty!

Klaus Böhm says:
April 12, 2022 at 10:46 pm

The WHO ignored Taiwan when they asked for help with some new virus’s out of China in

November 2019. Now they want control of public health world wide. Please explain how central

control of anything really improved the lives of the common man and woman

Jim McCloskey says:
April 12, 2022 at 10:54 pm

I agree with Nick’s post and we need this addressed asap, what’s the point in submitting a

response when it’s only being discarded?

“The WHO comment area demands which ‘organisation’ one belongs to. Will this be a way of

them rejecting comments ? I find it comical that they ask for a test to ‘prove you are human’,

presumably if you were injected you would not be allowed to comment.

Does anyone know how to deal with the question about which organisation one belongs to

when one is just a member of society with no belonging to an organisation ? Or is it possible to

use the World Council for Health to fill this box ?”

Tom says:
April 12, 2022 at 11:11 pm

STOP the TREATY:

We are free people to choose for ourselves, under our GOD given rights, not the WHO or any

other organization, concerning medical treatment, the right to think for ourselves, etc. The last

few years and more have been an over reach of our government concerning the health and

welfare of the people. Our children’s have been scared, forced to wear masked, not allowed to

attend in class education, people have lost jobs, and many have died and have been

unnecessarily injured. These mandates have to stop. The scare tactics have got to stop. This is

pure evil.

Brenda Raulston says:
April 12, 2022 at 11:24 pm

Very strongly opposed to WHO’s

Pandemic Treaty.

#Stopthetreaty

Rene says:
April 12, 2022 at 11:25 pm

#StopTheTreaty

Simon Barnes says:
April 12, 2022 at 11:26 pm

STOP THE TREATY..

Teresa says:
April 12, 2022 at 11:35 pm

This horrible, Orwellian “treaty” is a disastrous power grab by the W.H.O. to create a new global

health governance that will strip nations of the right to determine their own health policy in the

event of a pandemic. This process is also a Trojan Horse that intends to sneak in far-reaching

powers to take control over a whole range of other issues that the W.H.O. unilaterally

determines to address “unsustainable food production and livestock breeding, wildlife trading,

resource-intensive lifestyles and consumption, destruction of ecosystems, antimicrobial

resistance and soaring figures of cancer.”

The binding agreement in the “treaty” would stop countries from preventing lockdowns and

mandates within their borders, and prevent local communities and states from defying national

and global mandates. The true underlying agenda of the “treaty” is to give the W.H.O.

superpower to supersede the authority of every nation’s individual constitution.

This must be stopped.

John says:
April 12, 2022 at 11:39 pm

#StopTheTreaty#WithdrawFromTheWho#

Freedom is the only way for a free society. please reply to these evil people.

Carolyn Whittaker says:
April 12, 2022 at 11:41 pm

Thank You for Being Here!! at this time in our history.

Know So Many are counting on You.

Our Truckers would never rely (on just)

1 day, 1 page of instruction on Safety;

of themselves, & others,

while driving their rigs.

Yet, consciously Unconscious

millions of our educated ‘Professionals’,

are aiding and abetting Genocide.

No Integrity, No Morals,

all Oaths ignored – all with outstretched palms.

Massive E t h e r H u g s

T H A N K Y O U to O N E & A L L !

The Brave

Never Sell

their Souls

Shelby says:
April 12, 2022 at 11:46 pm

As an English citizen of the UK I am against the WHO’s global Pandemic Treaty, and any part the

UK government has played in it. No organisation should ever gain the power to override the

sovereignty of countries, and the rights and freedoms of populations to determine their own

health choices and outcomes. The WHO are not elected by the people, neither does it have our

consent. It’s undemocratic, and would go against the rule of law, thereby making it unlawful,

unconstitutional and would undermine the foundation of human rights legislation. We have

already witnessed much suffering under extreme health restrictions and treatments not

everyone has agreed with, why then would people tolerate further interference in their health

choices? The treaty must be stopped!

Pamela Julian says:
April 13, 2022 at 12:02 am

Health choice are the sole right of an individual.

Ismael Reynoso says:
April 13, 2022 at 12:06 am

I know what is good for me, my family, my country AUSTRALIA and the rest of the WORLD and

that is to make our own decisions on our health and associated health decisions. We DO NOT

want interference into every aspect of our lives by the WORLD ECONOMIC FORUM, WORLD

HEALTH ORGANISATIONS or such. We are willing and capable to make our own decisions in a

democratic society, in which we choose to live happily.

This tyrannical interference and potential WORLD CONTROL must be STOPPED now for once

and for all time. We are all individuals and many brave and strong heroes have fought for our

human and democratic rights and we must all ensure their sacrifices were not in vain. As ANZAC

DAY approaches we must ‘REMEMBER THEM’.

STOP THIS TREATY AND THE INTERNATIONAL HEALTH REGULATIONS (IHR) NOW.

Deb Nulty says:
April 13, 2022 at 12:09 am

Well I would like to state my full opinions but apparently your guidelines don’t allow this

It seems odd to me that you need to control what lies in a submission

I don’t think we should join other countries as we should stay an independent nation

I feel if you implement these measures you are taking away freedom of rights

Banding with other countries could open the door to some negative consequences

I believe we should let disease take its course like we have for all the other ailments that are

also contagious

Sheila Dempsey says:
April 13, 2022 at 12:12 am

I will quote hunger games ” Fire is catching. If we burn, you’ll burn with us” if you feel it is okay

to hunt money and power instead of human rights and health, if you feel its okay to imprison us,

shame us, threat us, know, we all live in one environment- ecosystem, planet Earth and you are

part of this ecosystem. You know what you did wrong, and will have to face resposibility sooner

or later. I wish you all peace.

Zuzana says:
April 13, 2022 at 12:24 am

1. National and local leadership retain full autonomy, reserving the right to make decisions

based on what is best for their own people.

2. The ability of nations and local municipalities to opt out of any and all portions of the

agreement as they see fit, without consequence.

3. An open and transparent process with the ability for all people of the world to vote on

including failsafe measures that will prevent the application of the global agreement in places

where a majority of the people do not want it.

4. Measures that do not allow for influence in the process by any and all pharmaceutical

companies or other global health profiteers.

Carol says:
April 13, 2022 at 12:39 am

StopTheTreaty!

Tina says:
April 13, 2022 at 12:44 am

StopTheTreaty!

Marta says:
April 13, 2022 at 12:46 am

STOP the treaty!! National and local governments need to keep FULL autonomy and are best

equipped to do what is best for their people!!

Mary says:
April 13, 2022 at 1:11 am

Thank you for important information and alerts…all in the path for rights, freedoms, bodily

autonomy, and democracy!

Meleca de Jong says:
April 13, 2022 at 1:28 am

Hello

I am late preparing my submission regarding The Pandemic Treaty. I see there is 14 hours left to

submit .

I went to submit mine but cannot get onto the site . I tried 20 or more times to enter the

required digits etc to prove I am not a robot but it simply tells me each time that it isn’t correct .

Are others reporting this issue back to you ? And what is the exact cause of this issue ?

It’s very disappointing. I was so keen to make a contribution . I don’t have alot of experience

with making submissions & I know how vital it is that more of us do.

Macushla says:
April 13, 2022 at 1:32 am

Stop the treaty

Zaleha says:
April 13, 2022 at 1:38 am

Stop the treaty! Stop the World Economic Forum and World Health Organization Agenda.

Stop the crimes against humanity!

Ibolya Balint Heslop says:
April 13, 2022 at 1:38 am

There will be only ONE way to stop this Hellish madness.

Nobody can expect ANY body or organisation to do anything sensible.

There MUST be a Civil Disobedience Revolution from the grassroots up.

People MUST collectively REFUSE to do what the Leftist Lunatic Luciferian Globalist Marxist

Illuminati Elite are demanding.

Sarah Dharan says:
April 13, 2022 at 1:40 am

STOP THE TREATY NOW!!

Ms. Evon says:
April 13, 2022 at 2:11 am

We say NO. It is pure evil .

lepa petignat says:
April 13, 2022 at 2:17 am

1. National and local leadership retain full autonomy, reserving the right to make decisions

based on what is best for their own people.

2. The ability of nations and local municipalities to opt out of any and all portions of the

agreement as they see fit, without consequence.

3. An open and transparent process with the ability for all people of the world to vote on

including failsafe measures that will prevent the application of the global agreement in places

where a majority of the people do not want it.

4. Measures that do not allow for influence in the process by any and all pharmaceutical

companies or other global health profiteers.

Randall Dyck says:
April 13, 2022 at 2:37 am

I am perfectly fine with the consequences of non-compliance. I will meet my maker by my own

terms, not by those of fkn GatesOfHell. I will walk out into the wilderness in a shirt before I fold

to the enemies of humanity.

Cap Matifou says:
April 13, 2022 at 2:53 am

I do not agree with this treaty agreement what-so-ever. I vigilently protest this agreement. I will

not compromise my health and freedom of choice living in a free and sovereign country as

Canada is my home and residence. I protest any influence of the W.H.O. in Canada what-so-ever.

Over the past several years the W.H.O. has demonstrated gross incompitence.

Nick Patterson says:
April 13, 2022 at 2:53 am

Allan MacRae says:



My Submission to the WHO:

The proposed WHO agreement is unnecessary, and is a threat to sovereignty and inalienable

rights. It increases the WHO’s suffocating power to declare unjustified pandemics, impose

dehumanizing lockdowns, and enforce expensive, unsafe, and ineffective treatments against the

will of the people.

The WHO catastrophically mismanaged the Covid-19 flu:

As I correctly predicted on 21March2020, six months before the very-similar Great Barrington

Declaration:

The widespread Covid-19 lockdowns are unjustified, costly, and harmful. Only protection of the

very elderly and infirm is needed.

As I correctly predicted on 8Jan2021 in an open letter to my governments, before the toxic

Covid-19 “vaccines” were deployed:

The Covid-19 “vaccines” are unjustified, costly and toxic – and will kill more healthy people than

the virus.

To verify the above points, see the last half of my paper at CorrectPredictions(dot)ca

As a non-medical scientist with very strong analytical skills, I was infinitely more correct in my

assessment of the Covid-19 illness and response than the WHO’s experts.

The WHO’s response to Covid-19 was hugely costly, destructive, and unjustified.

The WHO cannot be allowed to have the power to do this great harm again.

Regards, Allan MacRae, B.A.Sc.(Eng.), M.Eng.

Calgary

April 13, 2022 at 2:59 am

1) Ensure natural law freedoms provided by the U.S. Constitution are not infringed on,

2) Require the protection of health by removing liability protection of research and development

entities (regardless of whether private or governmental), particularly in instances of fraud,

3) Providing complete unabashed informed consent under all circumstances, including under

emergency circumstances,

4) Providing injury compensation for children completely and all adults equally, and not based

on whether they are a federal government employee,

5) End gain-of-function research,

6) Ensure no vaccine mandates, vaccine passports, or discriminating by vaccine status are

instituted or allowed, even in an emergency,

7) Reinstate and/or compensate individuals fired or smeared trying to reveal fraud, and

8) Establish appropriate punishment for anyone instigating, hiding, misleading information and

coercing of experimental medical procedures going against the Nuremberg Code and

Hippocratic Oath.

9. National and local leadership retain full autonomy, reserving the right to make decisions

based on what is best for their own people.

10. The ability of nations and local municipalities to opt out of any and all portions of the

agreement as they see fit, without consequence.

11. An open and transparent process with the ability for all people of the world to vote on

including failsafe measures that will prevent the application of the global agreement in places

where a majority of the people do not want it.

12. Measures that do not allow for influence in the process by any and all pharmaceutical

companies or other global health profiteers.

I.T. says:
April 13, 2022 at 3:01 am

Many of us are already aware of the motivation beyond this attempted takeover of our health,

and that the vaccines and boosters–which have already left a huge trail of death and injury–is

the tool of eugenicists. Who wants that?

WHO is up to no good and we know it.

In the end God will win. Life will win.

Betsie Weil says:
April 13, 2022 at 3:04 am

President Trump was right to get us put of this organization. Every day we hear more data-

backed evidence that the WHO, CDC, FDA, and NIAID pandemic recommendations and mandates

were non scientific and drove the SARS 2 virus, COVID 19 to the dangerous variants immune to

vaccines while immune systems of people are permanently compromised! These organizations

should be on trial for crimes against humanity, and never allowed to produce protocols or

mandates for anything, let alone pandemics!

Virginia Zeigler says:
April 13, 2022 at 3:10 am

I tried to submit on the WHO website but no matter ehat I enter for the proof I’m human, it

wouldn’t accept. I kept trying but it kept saying it was incorrect.

Candy Martinez says:
April 13, 2022 at 3:15 am

1. National and local leadership retain full autonomy, reserving the right to make decisions

based on what is best for their own people.

2. The ability of nations and local municipalities to opt out of any and all portions of the

agreement as they see fit, without consequence.

3. An open and transparent process with the ability for all people of the world to vote on

including failsafe measures that will prevent the application of the global agreement in places

where a majority of the people do not want it.

4. Measures that do not allow for influence in the process by any and all pharmaceutical

companies or other global health profiteers.

Dorota Niewczas says:
April 13, 2022 at 3:37 am

Each country should have its independent rights in determining its own health preparedness

strategy, as each region has its own unique cultures, beliefs, healthcare, religion and

government. There is not a one size fits all preparedness and response as no two

countries/cultures are alike. It’s absurd to judge the world with one narrow perspective response

strategy and such a concept is biased, unfair, which should be considered an infringement to

basic human civil rights and a demeaning approach. I strongly oppose this hearing that imposes

an international instrument of injustice to humanity.

Leslie says:
April 13, 2022 at 3:51 am

This is concerning!

National and local leadership must retain full autonomy, reserving the right to make decisions

based on what is best for their nation.

nations and local municipalities should be allowed opt out of any and all portions of the

agreement as they see fit, without consequence, should this agreement come to pass.

There must be an open, transparent and well advertised process with the ability for all people

of the world to vote on including failsafe measures that will prevent the application of the

global agreement in places where a majority of the people do not want it.

The scientific input must be evidence based and open to updates based on new and proven data

and must be from all areas of the world; completely free of political and pharmaceutical

pressure and influence.

Ardyn says:
April 13, 2022 at 4:45 am

As a citizen of a sovereign country, which is supposed to constitutionally guarantee me certain

inalienable rights, I request the USA not join the WHO Health Treaty.

susan fawthrop says:
April 13, 2022 at 4:47 am

well, I wrote a detail submission and it was deleted. So much for public input. this is a farce!

Deb Kopack says:
April 13, 2022 at 4:59 am

National and local leadership retain full autonomy, reserving the right to make decisions based

on what is best for their own people.

The ability of nations and local municipalities to opt out of any and all portions of the

agreement as they see fit, without consequence.

An open and transparent process with the ability for all people of the world to vote on including

failsafe measures that will prevent the application of the global agreement in places where a

majority of the people do not want it.

Measures that do not allow for influence in the process by any and all pharmaceutical

companies or other global health profiteers.

Richard Koenig says:
April 13, 2022 at 5:02 am

1. National and local leadership retain full autonomy, reserving the right to make decisions

based on what is best for their own people.

2. The ability of nations and local municipalities to opt out of any and all portions of the

agreement as they see fit, without consequence.

3. An open and transparent process with the ability for all people of the world to vote on

including failsafe measures that will prevent the application of the global agreement in places

where a majority of the people do not want it.

4. Measures that do not allow for influence in the process by any and all pharmaceutical

companies or other global health profiteers.

Ursula Brown says:
April 13, 2022 at 5:11 am

Trying to subscribe but told sender is blacklisted?

Dave Chapman says:
April 13, 2022 at 5:18 am

Traditional Medicine traditions are based on a Felt Energy Conscious science and

understandings, rather than “Western” Commercialized Materialist Pharmaceutical science.

These traditions have evolved through thousands of years of cultivation of Energy conscious

sensitivity and awareness. They are irreplaceable! They need a scientific paradigm that is

respectful of their processes, understandings, and medicinal abilities. They require a global

cultural understanding of sacred sovereignty of our body-being systems, plants, ecosystems and

our Natural environment. We must ensure that these centuries old felt wisdoms are respected,

protected, and honored. Our Divinely inspired conscious ability is at stake here!

Richard says:
April 13, 2022 at 5:23 am

I do not consent or agree with the WHO treaty, centralising decision making and policy on

health is a threat to humanity.

We are free sovereign beings our health is not the ownership of the WHO and world

Governments. We decide what is right for our health.

I am responsible for my life and my health, the treaty is one world governance totalitarian

health fascism. The WHO are inherently corrupt and funded by the Gates Foundation.

We must stop the treaty.

Daniel Rampling says:
April 13, 2022 at 5:54 am

This Treaty cannot be allowed. It leads to highly-potential authoritarian government policies

that abuse citizens, if not already seen in this plandemic whwre there is not even an isolated

virus. All nations must be allowed their own method. Not all can fit into same shoe type and

size.

Cas says:
April 13, 2022 at 5:54 am

We do not need a global strategy by a quasi government organisation. The WHO were not

elected by worldwide voters. The pandemic so far has shown no concern for individual rights

and certainly is not representative of democracies. The WHO have no mandate to decide what

happens around the world. This totalitarian approach must be stopped and the WHO must not

be allowed to push through an undemocratic edict as they appear to be attempting . We must

stand up to these bullies.

Cynthia Lomas says:
April 13, 2022 at 5:55 am

Stop diesen Vertrag, wir brauchen ihn nicht ! Es stehen nicht die Bürger im Vorgrund, sondern ,

die von Oben die ihre Macht ausnutzen und über die Menschen bestimmen wollen … stoppt

diesen Vertrag

Sabine Fahrenkrug-Rohwer says:
April 13, 2022 at 6:46 am

Stop this treaty !! This has been orchestrated by the WEF for total world control !! The WHO

have no rights and have not been elected in any country to over rule our governments on

decisions that affect our bodies and our civil liberties !! This is an assault on our freedom and

must be stopped at all costs.

Jane Fowler says:
April 13, 2022 at 8:01 am

Human Dignity is unviolable for each single human being.

So each and every single one of us to act on this matter against the global command

Wolfgang Fels says:
April 13, 2022 at 8:15 am

Stop this evil bid for totalitarianism. I do not want to live in the world they are trying force on

us. I want freedom of speech & choice for my kids & grandchildren.

Sharon says:
April 13, 2022 at 8:30 am

Stop this evil bid for totalitarianism. I do not want to live in the world that is being forced upon

us. I want my to live with my children & grandchildren in a world of free speech & choice.

Sharon says:
April 13, 2022 at 8:36 am

We are sovereigns of our own countries, capable of making our own decisions and don’t need

interference by the WHO in this or other related matters….this is criminal and reeks of

Totalitarianism. This must not be allowed to happen.

Brenda Wilson says:
April 13, 2022 at 8:45 am

This treaty should not go forward as it not only violates the sovereignty of free nations but also

takes away the rightful choices of each individual . We are free human beings and this kind of

treaty would lead to crimes against humanity . Rather legislation or a treaty should be formed to

stop dangerous behaviours regarding research and to stop the pharmaceutical companies and

big tech companies from exercising their exploitative influence over governments as well as

institutions like yourselves for the sake of profit and one world agendas. This is not the way

forward and this treaty must not go ahead. It is a very dangerous move for us all. Given the

grave mistakes that have been made over the last two years and the very damaging

consequences that we have all seen and are seeing, no one institution should ever be given the

right to this kind of power. We have an opportunity to learn from these mistakes and so we must

allow free speech between nations where actions can be debated democratically and sensible

choices made. We must allow human beings to be free to choose what happens to them by way

of informed consent. For the sake of humanity please respect that this treaty would have dire

consequences and would go down in history as a very serious crime against humanity. The truth

will win out and this kind of treaty goes against what we understand as truth. We have a choice

so please consider that our future can be great if we make the right choices now.

Hema says:
April 13, 2022 at 8:53 am

Our god given right to choose will never be taken away from us. Lets create a new society, free

from this oppression.

Julius Pillora says:
April 13, 2022 at 8:59 am



Stop the treaty the who have no right to interfere with a countries constitution.

Darren Smith says:
April 13, 2022 at 9:21 am

No Treaty, We have rights and they should be respected, Countries should make their own

decisions,

mary stinson says:
April 13, 2022 at 10:05 am

This is beyond outrageous. This must stop. This will stop – one way or another…

John says:
April 13, 2022 at 10:15 am

Well, I’ve just submitted my feedback as follows, drawing on the open letter linked above, and

some of the other feedback here:

Every nation in the world has its own unique cultures, beliefs, healthcare, religion and

government. There is no such thing as a one size fits all global strategy for pandemic

preparedness and response as no two are alike, even within regions where many are similar.

In every nation, local leadership must retain full autonomy, reserving the right to make

decisions based on what is best for their own people.

Both nations and local municipalities must be able to opt out of any and all parts of the

agreement as they see fit, without consequence.

The process must be open and transparent, allowing all people of the world to vote on

including measures which will prevent the application of the global agreement in any place

where a majority of people do not want it.

Measures must be included to prevent influence in the process by or involving any

pharmaceutical companies or other global health profiteers.

I would have also LIKED to ask that the WHO cease and desist implementation of any such

agreement, or any other similar or related agreements, treaties, or policies, such as the pursuit

of bio surveillance initiatives including vaccine passports, which risk becoming instruments of

tyranny over the lives of the world’s citizens…but suspect this would have been read as

sufficiently negative for its minions to disqualify my input.

Grey Wight says:
April 13, 2022 at 10:17 am

This is not okay!!! Stop with your power and control that you want over the world!!! End all this

lockdowns, masks and “vaccines”!!!! We do not want this!!! This is pure EVIL!!! We will not allow

it!!!!

Fowziya says:
April 13, 2022 at 10:19 am

Here’s my <1250-character comment to WHO on their proposed treaty scheme (re-word it your

way if you like for your own submission):

–WHO should be abolished. The "substantive elements" of an agreement which I advocate

would include language such as: "We agree that the WHO will henceforth be completely

dissolved and its funding reduced to zero, and it shall not be replaced. It has proved itself to be

a thoroughly corrupt organization, filled with people who have created gigantic havoc in so

many parts of our world by their false proclamations and power-grabs, most recently the C19

international criminal operation." If that fails, then any agreement must instead:

1. Ensure full autonomy for national and local leadership, not to override every individual's

freedom of choice of health measures, and not to erode or abolish the sovereignty of the

individual, local group, province, state, or nation.

2. Prohibit influence upon WHO, or funding thereof, by pharma product vendors or their

investors or financial supporters.

3. Stop assaults on privacy of personal private health data.

4. Ensure the ability by any nation or local entity to be able to opt-out of any provision

of such agreement without coercion or negative consequence.

5. Provide that any proclamation or recommendation from WHO be advisory only.–

Rob says:
April 13, 2022 at 10:19 am

I totally agree with Diane Drayton Buckland , so I simply repeat, what she put here:

This is about Global Governments Totalitarianisim – an evil Tyrannical globalists and

government agenda to control every aspect of the lives of every human being on earth and

every person should be terrified and take action to stop these global tyrants dictators which has

been orchestrated by the World Economic Forum, World Health Organisation and global

governments and their accomplices globalists in their crimes against innocent populations aka

crimes against humanity.

WE MUST STOP THEM ALL NOW

STOP WORLD CONTROL

Zsuzsanna Albert says:
April 13, 2022 at 10:23 am

Ladies and Gentlemen:

Fake Dr. Tedros is wanted for genocide in Africa before he was chief at the WHO. Once at the

WHO, he made sure that there would be more genocide.

The WHO has no authority over anything!!! This is why Trump left the WHO!!!

Americans are sovereign people with unalienable rights given by God that NOBODY can take

away from us!!!! If the WHO wants us, then come and get us!!!! We will be ready for you!!!

Dave Aria says:
April 13, 2022 at 10:33 am

I do not consent for WHO or any government body to take any further steps towards having any

type of control over EU citizens health sovereignty.

It is ilegal, inmoral and fraudulent.

Noemi Ranz says:
April 13, 2022 at 10:40 am

Perhaps the largest compilation of information on this subject (proposed WHO IHR treaty),

which I’ve seen recently, can be found at:

https://jamesroguski.substack.com/p/pandemic-treaty?s=r

Rob says:
April 13, 2022 at 10:48 am

The following elements should be included:

1. National and local leadership retain full autonomy, reserving the right to make decisions

based on what is best for their own people.

2. The ability of nations and local municipalities to opt out of any and all portions of the

agreement as they see fit, without consequence.

3. An open and transparent process with the ability for all people of the world to vote on

including failsafe measures that will prevent the application of the global agreement in places

where a majority of the people do not want it.

4. Measures that do not allow for influence in the process by any and all pharmaceutical

companies or other global health profiteers.

John Brooking says:
April 13, 2022 at 10:56 am

Stop trying to control us. It’s beyond evil! We are humans, not lab animals. You are not above

god and the law

Lisa-Marie says:
April 13, 2022 at 11:25 am

Stop WHO from achieving its goals amd taking control over all human beings.

Human beings aren’t slaves of WHO.

People died alone in hospitals, taken away from loved ones. No proper investigations on all

covid deaths. Just implementing rules to control us. Taking away our freedom, that is in humane.

Heidi Earle says:
April 13, 2022 at 11:45 am

WHO you can’t decide for humanity, leave us a free choice!I do not agree with this conspiracy

planned by the global elite, which will enslave us as soon as every single person is vaccinated.

Tímea Tarcsa says:
April 13, 2022 at 12:03 pm

The WHO agreement is unnecessary. This is authoritarianism! Each country has the autonomy to

establish its own rules based on its characteristics and culture. We have to respect the doctors

autonomy and the doctor/patient relationship. #StopTheTreath

Alexandre Roese says:
April 13, 2022 at 12:22 pm

1. National and local leadership retain full autonomy, reserving the right to make decisions

based on what is best for their own people.

2. The ability of nations and local municipalities to opt out of any and all portions of the

agreement as they see fit, without consequence.

3. An open and transparent process with the ability for all people of the world to vote on

including failsafe measures that will prevent the application of the global agreement in places

where a majority of the people do not want it.

4. Measures that do not allow for influence in the process by any and all pharmaceutical

companies or other global health profiteers.

Filip says:
April 13, 2022 at 12:40 pm

I do not accept or approve of the tyrannical measures W.H.O. are trying to implement through

the Global Pandemic strategy treaty. It is unacceptable in a free society. This proposed treaty

needs to be immediately dismissed in all its forms.

Beverley says:
April 13, 2022 at 12:48 pm

The WHO has no right to have any control of any Country in this Whole World!! This is a Global

crime against Humanity!!! It must be stopped!!!!

Dianne Schley says:
April 13, 2022 at 12:48 pm

#StopTheTreaty

The WHO should not have a say what individual countries decide just like countries should not

have the authority to mandate what an individual should do, such as mandatory vaccines, masks

or lockdowns! People are free to make their own choices and should never be forced to do

anything they do not want. Nothing should be mandatory. Organizations like the WHO have

always provided guidance and assistance and never demanded or imposed any LAWS. STOP THE

MANDATES! Enough is enough! #StopTheTreaty

Eva Baruco says:
April 13, 2022 at 12:50 pm

The “treaty” wants to give too much power to the WHO, infringing upon individual countries’

sovereignty and robbing citizens of inalienable human rights. It should be stopped. Instead, the

WHO should focus on helping countries educate people on hygiene and sanitation and disease

prevention. Furthermore, it should respect people’s medical preferences, acknowledge that there

are many ways to treat diseases, be fair and democratic by not imposing Big Pharma solutions

on the population.

Teresa Tunay says:
April 13, 2022 at 12:58 pm

No!

We the people don’t want and don ’t need global lead!

We are against of new world order agenda!!!!!

Samu says:
April 13, 2022 at 1:09 pm

After a long struggle and campaign in Germany, trying to force us to get the vaccination, the

German parliament voted last Thursday against any compulsory vaccination. Now the WHO is

trying to take over, where the German government left off. Why are you doing this?

I am absolutely opposed to any enforced measures, including vaccination!! Why is vaccination

not a personal choice? Why have you only left 24 hours on comments for such an important

issue? How can elderly people send comments, if they have no access to the internet? I am

deeply disturbed by this unbelievable proposal!

Please halt the complete process and please concentrate on medical things instead of indulging

in politics! We all want to live in freedom and not be put in a straitjacket!! What kind of a future

are you planning for us and for our children? Hasn`t enough damage been done already?

Hedi Strauss says:
April 13, 2022 at 1:28 pm

Ljudsko pravo na život, kretanje, odlučivanje o vlastitom zdravlju i bilo kakvom zahvatu koji se

tiče zdravlja – prirodno je stečeno rođenjem i stoga neotuđivo.

Biljana Bujic Grgic says:
April 13, 2022 at 1:33 pm

Health decisions need to be made locally. All countries have different diets, health issues,

wealth, education, etc, one size does not fit all.

Pharmaceutical companies should not be involved in any health decisions at all.

Caris talbot says:
April 13, 2022 at 2:00 pm

Nous devons stopper toute cette mascarade. Une pandémie se caractérise par une augmentation

conséquente du nombre de morts, ce n’est absolument pas le cas. Côté traitement : une injection

qui n’arrête pas la transmission, ni évite d’attraper la maladie n’est pas un vaccin ! Quant aux

nombreux effets secondaires passés sous silence…c’est inadmissible… jamais autant d’effets

secondaires pour un médicament censé nous prévenir…. Et l’interdiction des traitements

précoces dans certains pays ( dont la France) pour stopper le virus. Inadmissible. STOP !!!

Laissons soigner les médecins.

Sen says:
April 13, 2022 at 2:05 pm

Government national and local to retain full autonomy reserving the right to make decisions

based on what is best for their own people.

Measures that do not allow interference in the process by ANY and All pharma companies or

other global health profiteers.

An open and transparent process with the ability for all the people of the world to vote on

including failsafe measures that will prevent the application of the global agreement in places

where a majority of the people do not want it.

The ability of national and local municipalities to opt out of any and all portions of the

agreement as they see fit, without consequence.

Pauline says:
April 13, 2022 at 2:05 pm

Please stop the treaty and overusing of peoples constitutional rights.

The Corona/Covid 19 virus was man made. All treatments, vaccines, rules around this was and is

experiments with not much success stories. Persentage wise the death toll does not make this a

pandemic yet. The WHO should focus on proper research and not on controlling and

manipulating humans. We are humans all with individual needs, bodies that medically react

differently to food, medication, treatments, injections etc so allow each individual the freedom

of choice without interference. No Country, Governmental body or human including the WHO

deserve the right to formally enter into any agreements related to any humans health decision

making, control or choice of how/where/when/what will be used. Turn back your the true path

of saving lives , not destroying lives.

JB says:
April 13, 2022 at 2:07 pm

JB says:

https://jamesroguski.substack.com/p/pandemic-treaty?s=r


Please stop the treaty and overusing of peoples constitutional rights.

The Corona/Covid 19 virus was man made. All treatments, vaccines, rules around this was and is

experiments with not much success stories. Persentage wise the death toll does not make this a

pandemic yet. The WHO should focus on proper research and not on controlling and

manipulating humans. We are humans all with individual needs, bodies that medically react

differently to food, medication, treatments, injections etc so allow each individual the freedom

of choice without interference. No Country, Governmental body or human including the WHO

deserve the right to formally enter into any agreements related to any humans health decision

making, control or choice of how/where/when/what will be used. Turn back to the true oath of

saving lives , not destroying lives.

JB says:
April 13, 2022 at 2:10 pm

Cómo puede un organismo amoral decidir sobre el bien de la humanidad si soslaya la raíz de

todo bien que es la moral fundamental y objetiva ?? El bien y lo bueno en sentido pleno y

trascendente solo puede darse a partir del máximo Bien que determina la salud integral del

hombre: la salud mental que proviene de la salud espiritual y por tanto de Dios no solo en lo

conceptual sino especialmente en lo vivencial

Lauro Gómez Blanco says:
April 13, 2022 at 2:12 pm

You have no right to do this barbarity to Humanity (Ethiopia). People are committing suicide, and

all this madness will cost us dearly. Let the human beings free, each one knows what is best for

himself! Everything they are doing against civilization will fall on their heads, for the law of

return is implacable. Stop killing us with these injections. Are you humans, or snakes? What will

they gain by doing this? Are you frustrated with life? Go do something useful, you can create

beautiful things, and you can contribute, instead of making the world hell. Grow up, for they look

like crazy children. Grateful!

Fatima says:
April 13, 2022 at 2:24 pm

The WHO has already revealed its incompetence during the Covid pandemic so why should

anyone have any confidence in their ability to make decisions in future pandemics. This attempt

at a global power grab, undoubtedly supported by big tech, big Pharma and with the WEF

lurking in the background should be rejected lock, stock and barrel. All decision-making

regarding public health and pandemics can be perfectly adequately handled at national levels

under the auspices of democratically elected public representatives. The WHO is welcome to

work at improving its functionality on a purely advisory level.

Stephen Wilks says:
April 13, 2022 at 2:25 pm

Public health is not a one-size-fits-all program. We need people and communities in control of

their health.

Al says:
April 13, 2022 at 2:28 pm

stop! Are you humans or snakes? What will they gain by doing this? Are you frustrated with life?

Go do something useful, you can create beautiful things and you can contribute instead of

making the world hell

FATIMA CAUDURO says:
April 13, 2022 at 2:29 pm

The WHO lacks true freedom and integrity. The world and it’s people are God’s creation, not

man’s. As seen in this pandemic man is trying to usurp God as Satan did in the Garden of Eden.

We do not need to be governed by a one world organization like WHO. People need to follow

God’s Son, Jesus Christ. God is the beginning and end, not the WHO. Sorry but God’s Children

know who their King of kings is and His name is Jesus Christ. We will not bow the knee to your

false gods.

Marissa says:
April 13, 2022 at 2:31 pm

we will never allow WHO to be our government

FATIMA CAUDURO says:
April 13, 2022 at 2:32 pm

Defol DSÖ seni ve insan üzerinde deney yapan herkesi İSTEMİYORUZ! BİZ DENEK DEĞİLİZ !

İNSAN GİBİ YAŞAMAK HAKKIMIZ!!

Zeynep says:
April 13, 2022 at 2:36 pm

I am shocked to hear that even such a thing exists and we had no time to respond in any depth.

If your proposal is such a good idea, why implement it without giving time for proper public

discussions?? I am completely opposed to the idea that a non-elected Organisation has the

right to introduce punitive measures to restrict the freedom of individuals. I thought I lived in a

democracy, but it seems that supranational organisation have the right to dictate what I can and

cannot do! When I can go out and who I can meet. Leave these decisions to me.

Mary Nachtigall says:
April 13, 2022 at 2:39 pm

Please

National and local leadership Should retain full autonomy, reserving the right to make decisions

based on what is best for their own people.

Any nation should be able to opt out of any and all portions of the agreement as they see fit,

without consequence.

We should have an open and transparent process with the ability for all people of the world to

vote on including failsafe measures that will prevent the application of the global agreement in

places where a majority of the people do not want it.

We need Measures that do not allow for influence in the process by any and all pharmaceutical

companies or other global health profiteers.

Tracey Mendham says:
April 13, 2022 at 2:42 pm

Please

The public should be allowed to decide what goes into their body

I fee that the National and local leadership Should retain full autonomy, reserving the right to

make decisions based on what is best for their own people.

Any nation should be able to opt out of any and all portions of the agreement as they see fit,

without consequence.

We should have an open and transparent process with the ability for all people of the world to

vote on including failsafe measures that will prevent the application of the global agreement in

places where a majority of the people do not want it.

We need Measures that do not allow for influence in the process by any and all pharmaceutical

companies or other global health profiteers.

Tracey Mendham says:
April 13, 2022 at 2:44 pm

The world doesn’t need a new pandemic treaty, we need #WHO member states to stick with IHR

(2005) & existing pandemic response mechanisms.

April S. says:
April 13, 2022 at 2:50 pm

I am absolutly

against the agreement of the WHO, so we loose all Individual rights.

Elisabeth Malkus says:
April 13, 2022 at 3:11 pm

The WHO agreement is unnecessary and threatens our sovereignty and inalienable rights.

Carlos Versteele says:
April 13, 2022 at 3:13 pm

Nigger

Starving African Child says:
April 13, 2022 at 3:28 pm

I DO NOT CONSENT TO ANY THING THAT GOES AGAINST FREEDOM, FREE WILL TO CHOOSE

WHATS IN MY IWN BEST INTEREST ON ALL AND AY LEVEL PERTAINING TO ANY MEDICAL

IMPLEMENTATIONS OR OTHER…YHIS INCLUDES WHAT TO PUT IN MY BODY INTERNALLY OR

OTHER THIS INCLUDES FOOD OR ANY FORM OF VACCINE, EXPERIMENTAL OR OTHER. MY BODY

IN THE FORM OF MY CREATOR WHICH HAS BEEN GIVEN THE FREEWILL AS FROM

CONCEPTION.

Charlotte says:
April 13, 2022 at 3:32 pm

WHO Pandemic Treaty needs to be halted & let national/international communities to govern,

lead their own rights & regulations. I disagree with the sole authority of WHO to set up

Pandemic Treaty. Needs to be stopped.

Rosalyn says:
April 13, 2022 at 3:32 pm

URGENT!!! Comment on the WHO treaty **NOW**

Comments CLOSE in less than 21 hours from now! It will take you <2 minutes to do. Here's

exactly how to comment.

Steve Kirsch

21 hr ago

988

1,018

This is really important. If the changes the US wants go in, then all nations will be governed by

what the WHO says the pandemic response should be and we will all be screwed.

Instructions to comment

This will take you less than 2 minutes. If you’re fast, you can do it in < 60 seconds.

Here is the comment I filed which you can copy or modify. Your comment is limited to 250

words. I suggest you copy and paste mine if you agree with it.

The following elements should be included:

1. National and local leadership retain full autonomy, reserving the right to make decisions

based on what is best for their own people.

2. The ability of nations and local municipalities to opt out of any and all portions of the

agreement as they see fit, without consequence.

3. An open and transparent process with the ability for all people of the world to vote on

including failsafe measures that will prevent the application of the global agreement in places

where a majority of the people do not want it.

4. Measures that do not allow for influence in the process by any and all pharmaceutical

companies or

Tamy says:
April 13, 2022 at 3:38 pm

Stop this! Every year we have the flu and people die from it. We cannot stop living while we are

alive.

Sara Fjellstroem says:
April 13, 2022 at 4:04 pm

We in the U.S. don’t have a legitimate government. Any “treaties” signed will not be binding.

hermes wright says:
April 13, 2022 at 4:07 pm

Fortunately I didn’t write the reply to stop the WHO from the Treaty they want to impose on the

World. In error I clicked the link to reply & was informed that it is closed at this time. It is now

11:14 AM on the morning of April 13th. Looks like they have shut it down already so no need to

share this with anyone else who might have been interested.

Irene Peduto says:
April 13, 2022 at 4:14 pm

submitting this petition as my right as a citizen of ON, for democracy and freedom of Speech

and human rights

Maria Vandinther says:
April 13, 2022 at 4:15 pm

WHO, I DO NOT need and DO NOT want you making decisions, agreements and treaties on my

behalf or on behalf of the world population, which are meant to take away my/our FREEDOMS

and RIGHTS to my/our HEALTH. I/WE retain my/our powers to make choices for

myself/ourselves, my/our children, my/our families and loved ones. You MUST CEASE and

DESIST this unlawful treaty and STOP meddling in our lives. You changed the definition of the

pandemic to suit your NWO globalists’ agenda. You censored the safest remedies for Covid-19

and caused unnecessary deaths and suffering to millions around the world. You did it under the

guise of “the good for all” and labelled ordinary healthy people to be “a risk” to others. But you

missed a very important fact- where is a risk there must be a CONSENT and a CHOICE. We, the

PEOPLE, know that by this treaty you are aiming to implement a totalitarian regime over the

world’s population. And I/WE say NO to it and any other policies that you want to implement. We

DO NOT TRUST you any longer in making any decisions on our behalf for our HEALTH or LIVES. I

/WE DO NOT CONSENT to this or any other treaty, so CEASE and DESIST all your actions

immediately until the TRANSPARENCY and ACCOUNTABILITY in all WHO actions becomes a

prority without any compromise. All your financial, and political vested interests must be

SEVERED.

Margarita says:
April 13, 2022 at 5:07 pm

Stop the treaty! We have a God given rights to do what we want to do with our bodies and our

lives. Treaty takes away our freedom to do what we want to do. Treaty should be stopped

immediately! This is dictatorship and it is communism.

Stop the treaty!! WHO has no right to invade individual’s freedom

Sacha Naschinski says:
April 13, 2022 at 5:11 pm

The WHO should not have any influence on what other countries are doing during a pandemic

besides giving transparency and information without any bias

This treaty needs to be stopped now

Annika Feenstra says:
April 13, 2022 at 5:22 pm

Stop the treaty now!

Our bodies our choices. Right?????

Sharon Ambrose says:
April 13, 2022 at 5:42 pm

Don’t need it. Pandemics gradually die out anyway. Stop Trying to control everyone.

Governments don’t have sufficient Intelligence to do that. Everyone gets hurt from it. Only God

knows enough to do that. Governments are not as Intelligent as God. They are Ignorant. God is

always giving everyone Freedom, not Control. Letting Everyone control their own Lives. God is

Constantly keeping everything in operation so even the World Health Organization can Fool

around with controlling People like this. Leave People alone. The WHO is not God. It is not

Smart enough to be God.

Fred says:
April 13, 2022 at 5:43 pm



Am I correct that these links from the WHO website list the Intergovernmental Negotiating Body

which comprises the Country Delegates and NGO Organizations/Stakeholders (take note of all

the Banks) who will be meeting and ‘voting’ on passing the Treaty? So contacting These

people/Orgs is where our efforts to stop them from getting bullied/bought into passing this?

https://apps.who.int/gb/inb/pdf_files/inb1/A_INB1_7en.pdf

https://apps.who.int/gb/ebwha/pdf_files/WHASSA2/SSA2_DIV1REV1-en.pdf

FreeGirl says:
April 13, 2022 at 5:51 pm

1. National and local leadership retain full autonomy, reserving the right to make decisions

based on what is best for their own people.

2. The ability of nations and local municipalities to opt out of any and all portions of the

agreement as they see fit, without consequence.

3. An open and transparent process with the ability for all people of the world to vote on

including failsafe measures that will prevent the application of the global agreement in places

where a majority of the people do not want it.

4. Measures that do not allow for influence in the process by any and all pharmaceutical

companies or other global health profiteers.78690

denis masson says:
April 13, 2022 at 7:04 pm

Please stop the treaty. The WHO has no right to overrule the sovereignty of a country and it’s

people.

It’s an invasion of personal rights, belief and freedoms. It can not overrule or diminish the

constitutional rights of the citizens of any country. politicians playing medicine is not science

Anne Troy says:
April 13, 2022 at 7:08 pm

STOP THIS INFRINGEMENT OF inalienable rights and freedom!

Live and let live!

Marina Gorey says:
April 13, 2022 at 8:09 pm

I tried to make a submission but was too late. What WHO is trying to do is outrageous and

EVERY nation in the world should reject is.

Rob says:
April 13, 2022 at 9:42 pm

I do not like it at all

Gordana says:
April 13, 2022 at 9:56 pm

Conflict of interest clauses should make it impossible for pharmaceutical companies and other

businesses that profit from the situation, from having any influence on decisions.

Individual countries and local municipalities should have the ability to opt out of any and all

portions of the agreement as they see fit, without consequence.

National and local leadership should retain full autonomy, reserving the right to make decisions

based on what is best for their own people.

An open and transparent process with the ability for all people of the world to vote on,

including failsafe measures that will prevent the application of the global agreement in places

where a majority of the people do not want it.

Public health is not a one-size-fits-all program.

We need people and communities in control of their health.

Christina says:
April 13, 2022 at 10:18 pm

Stop the massive control now. This was never about health or preparedness, or prevention or

protection. It’s about evil greed and anyone who cares for their health has a right to choose. It’s

our medical freedom.

This pandemic is set into action to establish a dependency on government and personal patents

for those within government agencies.

Big pharma has bought over the allopathic community and we don’t trust them. If our powers

that be no longer care about health and the greater good ( not vaccination, but pure health)for

the public, we must always have choice, personal medical decisions is just that, choice.

Please stop w ostracizing people on a platform of conspiracy and scaring half the complying

public with fear.

Leave the fear to yourselves because we know our medical needs without intervention from an

established institution designed for profit before people.

No, it’s wrong. You worried about your cash cow, have no fear, people blindly trust these

agencies. For those who don’t, choice. We fall when we deny choice. Whether it be abortion or

any medical freedom. We choose, not you.

Debra Tuman says:
April 13, 2022 at 11:10 pm

The WHO can’t secretly make any decision. First, their intent needs to be communicated to all

people who have a reasonable amount of time to be informed and respond. Like voting. If they

haven’t done this, than none of their “rules” are valid!!!!

sandra says:
April 13, 2022 at 11:54 pm

I have lived and been either hospitalized or treated in Jordan, Kuwait, Mexico and Thailand.

Treatment received although basic was not at the same standards and recovery as received in

my home country, and as a result had to have an additional procedure repeated in the US due to

inaccurate treatment. Educational requirements, treatments and care must be defined for each

sovereign country determined for their particular needs as many diseases vary by country.

Cynthia says:
April 14, 2022 at 12:50 am

There is no such thing as a right of anyone to rule over, or force, another person who does not

consent to it. This invalidates governments and the WHO and UN and all the aspirations of the

fascists at the WEF. They want to enslave everyone under an oligarchy, and there’s no way

anyone should support this. They promise to be good slavemasters, but there’s no such thing. If

you can’t opt out, you’re a slave.

Steven Quinn says:
April 14, 2022 at 1:04 am

You want it all don’t you WHO, Trump knew what you was all about, take your shit back to China

Philip Hodgson says:
April 14, 2022 at 2:23 am

I totally reject the World Health Organisation and refuse to accept any and all associations with

them and in particular their proposed “Pandemic Treaty”

Vincent Pugliese says:
April 14, 2022 at 3:34 am

I sit here, at 03.40 unable to sleep. I’m 65 un jabbed and have been doing my bit fir mankind.

I’ve contacted MPs, the local government the police and local surgeries and Hospitals. All with

one request, that they look into these undemocratic injections and use safer tried and tested

methods of control. Pleading with them that mandatory vaccination is immoral and

fundamentally wrong.

I received just 3 replies, all from the police force Threatening me, to stop naming names of

unproven lies.

The control that WHO the WEF and their puppets has gone too far. Too far I believe to stop.

Their greedy murdering puppets, will stop at nothing.

I think the time for talking is coming to a close. I think the time for fighting is drawing ever near.

There are too many names to list here, but Tess, Riener, Peter, Piere, Matt, and hundreds of

others I thank you. You will go down in history.

To the WHO, if you think you can win. Think again. You ain’t seen nothing yet.

Terry says:
April 14, 2022 at 3:57 am

I love the dedication you are showing for this most important topic on planet earth today. I

cannot donate today due to a lack of available funds, but I will post a donation when I am able

to do so. In the meantime, I will be alerting all of my family and friends about your important

endeavors. Please know that you are loved and appreciated for the important war that you are

waging to stop the tyrannical governments and their globalist accomplices in the crimes they

want to carry out against unaware and unprotected populations and the future of humanity as a

whole. I pray that our children and grandchildren will forever understand how important your

work is. You have set out to protect the very essence of what it means to be a human being. If

we give up the one most important gift that God gave us without a fight, it will be proof that we

have given up on the beliefs and goals of our creator. This cannot happen.

Rebecca says:
April 14, 2022 at 6:13 am

The treaty should be stopped with immediate effect.

I strictly against the agreement of the WHO.

Ragunathan says:
April 14, 2022 at 6:47 am

I do not consent to this worldwide tyranny and take over they are planning against us. We were

born free an God gave us the world, animals and plants to look after. We all have different

medical needs and doctors have been trained to deal with it.

Bets Claussen says:
April 14, 2022 at 7:34 am

It is never too late to express my displeasure with this treaty!!

1. National and local leadership retain full autonomy, reserving the right to make decisions

based on what is best for their own people.

2. The ability of nations and local municipalities to opt out of any and all portions of the

agreement as they see fit, without consequence.

3. An open and transparent process with the ability for all people of the world to vote on

including failsafe measures that will prevent the application of the global agreement in places

where a majority of the people do not want it.

4. Measures that do not allow for influence in the process by any and all pharmaceutical

companies or other global health profiteers.

vickie lessi says:
April 14, 2022 at 8:27 am

Every person over the age of 18, should has been born with a divine right to choose how they

take care of their health. Every country needs to provide their citizens with this right. The WHO,

is overreaching into the sovereignty of every individual, and every country, who/which do/does

not believe in laws which take away this God given right. I personally, will not sacrifice, my

health and my life to their political powers.

Hansa Han says:
April 14, 2022 at 8:32 am

Stop this treaty now. You are not God.

Pat Flynn says:
April 14, 2022 at 9:57 am

All of the advice given to date has not worked. The treaty aims to use a blanket strategy where

one size fits all, which will also fail. As the vaccines don’t stop you catching it spreading this

man made virus their no response to follow WHO’s advice. Also the treaty will breach many

human rights laws as the WHO will not be recognised. Absolutely horrible and nueferias

organisational. No one voted the WHO to lead us out of a fake pandemic.

Robert Savage-Jones says:
April 14, 2022 at 2:47 pm

No to the WHO dictatorship! Enough is enough! We can see you and we understand your evil

intentions!

Lizzie says:
April 14, 2022 at 4:14 pm

https://www.whatsupcanada.org/50-year-old-secret-exposed-as-lies-unfold/

Lonny Averill says:
April 14, 2022 at 4:56 pm

WHO is de facto owned by Bill Gates, he has NO right over other humans and should be

extradited to India and African countries to pay for his crimes. Humans are responsible for their

own health, believe it or not we do care about others and have no intention of killing them,

unlike WEF DAVOS (WO)MEN! No GOVERNMENT should have ANY RIGHT TO FORCE or COERCE

anyone into ANY medical treatment, let alone privately run and funded UNELECTED entity such

as World Health Organisation run by potential criminals. WHO has no power over me! It should

be disbanded!

A James says:
April 14, 2022 at 5:52 pm

Agreed, this movement into tyranny based in greed is far & away more sickening than Delta.

Leaders these days will have nothing to do with their people. Trudeau could’ve met truckers

easily. Doubtless Biden, or at least Harris, could’ve too down there. So how to stop this

madmess? Besides withholding all we can without truly felt representation, which will take a

lot of undoing & some doing too, I dunno. But please — “about face!” (make a 180 degree turn)

so to save face and do it for your children, for posterity, so we may have future generations &

give them a life they can enjoy.

Nick says:
April 14, 2022 at 5:56 pm

No….the people was not consulted or a referendum was done….what more, the ANZACS in AUS

would be spinning in their graves if they knew our government signed the country off to foreign

entity!

What more WHO can’t be trust as it seems there are compromised by CCP infiltrating that

organisation, what more the they hid the true extent of the pandemic in Wuhan until it spread

across the the globe!

What more, the people did not vote for WHO to override their country’s laws and freedom in the

guist of health!

Cancel the Treaty as it’s unnecessary it’s a step to communist rule and social credit scoring like

the CCP!

Sin-Li Tan says:
April 14, 2022 at 10:09 pm

Tear up the Treaty Sirs,

AUS did not sign up for a foreign entity that seems to in bed with CCP when the pandemic hit

and WHO has been compromised and not to be trusted as they knew how bad the virus was, but

didn’t let the rest of the world know about it until it spread globally!

What more the ANZACS fought for our Freedom and way of life not have it signed away without

a referendum!

What more no forced vaccination or lockdowns, as it is over and it’ absurd for one organisation

to have so much power over whole countries around the world!

As all countries can manage their pandemic without interference from unelected entity

overseas!

WHO can’t be trusted as it seems been compromised badly by some pro CCP people with it’s

Sin-Li Tan says:
April 14, 2022 at 10:40 pm

https://apps.who.int/gb/inb/pdf_files/inb1/A_INB1_7en.pdf
https://apps.who.int/gb/ebwha/pdf_files/WHASSA2/SSA2_DIV1REV1-en.pdf
https://www.whatsupcanada.org/50-year-old-secret-exposed-as-lies-unfold/


Comments are closed.

WHO can’t be trusted as it seems been compromised badly by some pro CCP people with it’s

ranks in responsible positions!

This is #madness. I will NOT live a world such as that.

https://youtu.be/00CUaIoO5w4

S Nicoletta Rogers says:
April 14, 2022 at 10:44 pm

There is no justification for this. This organisation does not represent the will of any identifiable

collective people that they assume to have the right to hold control over. This is unethical and

would set a terrifying and dangerous precedent.

Annmarie C says:
April 15, 2022 at 1:00 am

Stop the Treaty. Respect Human Rights and the Laws of the Land.

Marinelli Chiu says:
April 15, 2022 at 4:51 am

Every community retains the right to full autonomy and the right to make its own decisions for

the welfare of its people. We reserve the right to place our trust in locally and legally elected

governments, rather than unelected, supposedly ‘representative’ agencies.

Local ‘chosen’ representative bodies must have the right to opt out of all agreements, with

which they disagree, with impunity.

The process has to be fully transparent and with full knowledge of the facts, including healthy

interactive debate.

There need to be measures put in place to prevent the introduction of any ‘global’ agreement,

where most of the people, in any locality, do not desire it.

There should not be, in any circumstances, pressure applied by any pharmaceutical company or

other global organisation that profits from the decisions taken, in the decision-making process.

Man is created in the ‘image of God’ and thereby is conferred with dignity, that no other man or

representative body can take away. Any action or decision that deprives him/her of that dignity

is affront to the Creator and is deserving of his wrathful judgement.

Mark John Barrett says:
April 15, 2022 at 11:12 am

The freedom to act as human beings and refuse to treatments and rules we do not want

And

The freedom for countries to refuse arrangements they do not want to enforce

These freedoms are part of of being human !

Jo Robinson says:
April 16, 2022 at 3:50 am

WHO Global pandemic response idea is Just another way to create Holocaust#2, mark my word.

It will be used for things that aren’t even health-related

Glenn Miller says:
April 16, 2022 at 4:42 pm

I object to who, the organization I never had an opportunity to elect. Hence, they have no right

to set the rules on my behalf. All one needs to see the disaster with lockdowns. They destroyed

people, economies and their consequences are still evident as total disaster.

Tony Selthofer says:
April 16, 2022 at 7:38 pm

If they go ahead with this treaty as they obviously intend to maybe mass non-compliance will be

our best solution, we have the numbers.

Lee Tye says:
April 16, 2022 at 11:33 pm

i, the living woman on the land and soil jurisdiction, do hereby give my public testimony that i

am witness to the mass fraud and genocide being committed by the likes of those who hide

behind Corporations like: The WHO, The UN, NATO, The CFR, The IMF, The World Bank, and many,

many more. These atrocities, and treasonous acts have been committed on all men, women, boys

and girls, both dead and alive, and date back centuries. The fact is. They do not have authority

over the living man or woman, and never have. They must, with certainty, cease and desist, or be

dealt with by the natural law of the land.

By: The Living Soul

©
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j-of the family of the creator says:
April 17, 2022 at 4:03 am

I completely disagree with a world wide response it is completely unnecessary and dangerous

the sovereignty of a nation is paramount. Each country is responsible for their own research and

accountable to their own people. The Globalist WHO , World Economic forum, do not represent

the people The Treaty must be stopped immediately. Stop this Global Tyranny.

Anna Zirpolo says:
April 17, 2022 at 5:36 am

This is their dream come true the United Nations to fully stomp on us like cattle and we will

have nothing of protection. This will be the greatest loss of life to us all! To every single free

people’s of the World if they get their way and this Treaty to come into America to take over

fully you talk about vaccines, i just said it already. THIS REQUIRES EVERY ONE OF US TO STAND

UP AND DEFEND OUR OWN SELVES BECAUSE NOONE’S GOING TO HELP.

Keith Leisure says:
April 17, 2022 at 6:42 am

the treaty should not go ahead…i for one do not want to live in a totalitarian state..ruled over

by some unelected beurocrats..it is evil…this is all being run by the world economic forum,every

person on earth should be terrified and take action to stop these global tyrants and dictators.

crimes against humanity is what the world health organisation should be in front of the hague

for.

iam not wanting anything to do with these murderers….

steven says:
April 17, 2022 at 12:44 pm

We are NOT going to be ruled in the U.S. by this organization! We are a republic and will make

our own decisions, someone’s even say the state level versus federal level. These individuals

attempting to make these rules have NO RIGHT to implement them for us. Zero…NONE. It will

not go well if this is attempted to be implemented.

Memcc says:
April 18, 2022 at 2:37 am

History has taught over and over the best government is that government which governs closest

to the people who’ve empowered it to exist. An individual has more influence the smaller and

closer their government sits. Turning over crucial. life affecting decisions to Washington DC is

bad enough, just imagine some out of country, untouchable group of politically motivated

(science is terribly abused by pols as we’ve experienced!) overseers guided and directed by

unseen behind the scene, powerful forces with an ulterior agenda. Keep America the sovereign

nation the Founders originally intended by preventing international compromises and

supranational agreements! Keep America free of foreign entanglements, they are breaking the

bank and making US unsafe!

Matthew Peters says:
April 18, 2022 at 2:22 pm
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